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shall call upon the name of the Lord shall be saved, that seems to me a bad

rendering here, zxta± actually. I don't think you have to zai say slip

way. Because th± is only used two or three times, and when there is only

2 or 3 I think we have a right to regard them with question. When we have

50 or 60 together lkit could very well be that you see this

vasarivim 'suppose you took it as levasarim, hav&ng a mem before it, instead

of a dath after it, you would have the regular piel participle, the preachers

of the time .... lk..., but if you took it, let's see, without the piel before

without the mem before, the form would have to have different vowels, but

your daleth here makes it very definitely not l2is, as the Hebrew stands, but

just the omitting the daleth, and you see the rivim, &i* daleth and resh

are so often confused anyway, very interesting end of 0 14
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.....w± easily see how the LXX gets that., but which is correct,

the thing is, that as the rendered it there, I think they rendered the beth

twice, you see, among those to w whom the tidings are preached, so the

among w&t would seem to be reiidered twice. That would suggest that the

LXX there is a misunderstanding, a very easy misunderstanding to come ...l...

But I would incline to think that the Hbbrew is probably correct ....

In Jerus'a1em there will be a group of delivered people, as the Lord has

said.

WA: 1survivors, would b those whom the Lord has called




AAM: Yes, in the remnant, yes, now in the English translation it doesn't

xam seem to make alot of sense, does it. And it shill come to pass that

whoswer shall call upon the name of the Lord shall be delivered, that's

fine so far, for in Zion, Mt. Zion, in Jerusalem shall be deliverance, ac

cording to the suggestion Keil makes which seems excellent there, shall be

a delivered group, as the Lord has said, but then, and in the remnant, whom

the Lord shall call. And in the remnant whom the Lord shall call. What does

m it mean?
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